
Clean Cars Minnesota Rulemaking

The following comments are from MN350 supporters who are under the age of 18 or
needed to keep their personal information private.

Questions or follow-up regarding the comments may be addressed to
madi@mn35O.org or sent to Madi at the MN350 office, 4407 East Lake Street,
Minneapolis Minnesota, 55406.
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I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Hannah Windschitl



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system, Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Ron Wetzell



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as paft of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing tl're amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,OOO-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Ryan West



I am fully in suppoft of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. We don't have the luxury
of waiting for a natural transition to electric vehicles that I believe would happen
eventually (l belive EVs are superior products for many drivers needs). Though it
would be nice to have this happen naturally, unfoftunately we need the government
to step in greatly accelerate the process. One key aspect to this strategy should be

to increase visibility of EVs by requiring manufacturers and dealerships to increase
their production and stock of EVs. Many people who would normally buy an EV

might not if they are unable to try one at their local dealerships due to lack of
availability.

Evan Weiler



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. Moving on with continued support for cleaner hybrid and non fossil fuels
cars is the best way to limit climate impact. We need both direction and support
from State and Federal govt.

Robert Walker



I pride Minnesota on being a state full of nature. We have many lakes, parks, and
forests, including the Boundary Waters Canoe Area, my home away from home.
Even in the city we have trees growing in the sidewalks and dog parks. This aspect
of Minnesota is one of the many reasons why I love our state so much. lt is
incredibly important that we protect our state and the nature within it, especially
from climate change. One way to do this is to support the move for Clean Cars.
Please support it, I sincerely hope you do. Thank you for your time, Have a good
day!

Margaret Walker



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings impoftant health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy,

Luke Walker



I fully support Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero Emission
vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an essential
step in the electrification of our state's transportation system and reducing our
dependence on fossil fuels. Vehicle emissions are the largest source of greenhouse
gas emissions in the state, and this ruling would decrease the state's carbon
emissions dramatically in the upcoming decades. lt also brings important health
benefits, decreasing the amount of air pollution our state residents breathe that
accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature deaths annually. We need to make the
transition happen faster, so the positive economic and environmental affects
happen sooner. Sincerely, Cory Wagner

Cory Wagner



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as paft of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Tasha Votava



I wish I could purchase an electric vehicle at an affordable price or trade in the car I

have so I can stop contributing to my community's poor air, but there are few
electric vehicles offered, let alone used and affordable in the cities. We deserve to
be able to access the tools we need to protect our health and the environment. I am
fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero Emission
vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an essential
step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle emissions are
the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this ruling would
decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming decades. lt also
brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air pollution our state
residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature deaths annually.
We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of climate change. We can
and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the economy. Sincerely,
Clara

Clara von Dohlen



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Eleanor Vadnais



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. As a former environmental scientist who focused on air quality, I can
honestly say that air quality is so important to me and close to my heart. Minnesota
needs to do more to protect our people and our environment.

Summer Thompson



I would love to purchase an Electric Vehicle (EV) but currently there are very few
EV options available for purchase statewide. I care deeply about the environment &the impact that I myself have on the Earth. lf I could affoiO an EV or have more
options of EVs, I would definitely get one. Right now, the field of choices & options
are so limited as well as charging stations across the state are limited. lf we truly
want to help the world by lowering emissions & our carbon footprint as a state we
need to get onboard with Clean Cars Minnesota. Transportation is the largest source
of GHGs in Minnesota, and passenger vehicles make up more than half of those
emissions. Reductions in transportation emissions are essential in order to reduce
the impacts of climate change in Minnesota. We all deserve to have options & we
should be striving towards something for the greater common good. please help us
bring Clean Cars to Minnesota & help put our itate on the path towards electric
transpoftation.

Sara Thoen



I am fully in suppoft of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero

Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle

emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this

ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming

decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,O0O-4,O00 more premature

deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of

climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the

economy. Minnesota is known for being a clean and green city. Why not do even

better with clean cars? We can lead the way.

lsabelle T



As a Saint Paul, MN resident and someone who has to monitor air quality due to my
asthma condition this issue is of great importance to me and my family. Don,t we
want to continue to be able to enjoy our great parks and recreation activities for
generations to come?

Ava Suzuki-Lambrecht



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero

Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle

emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this

ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming

decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature

deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the

economy.

Patrick Stahl



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation syitem. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions inihe state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of airpollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,006-4,O00 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy' Electric vehicles are the future and I believe this measure could help in
the fight for slowing climate change.

Noah Spielman



I am fully in suppoft of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero

Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle

emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this

ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming

decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature

deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of

climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the

economy. Why are we even debating this? l'll continue to support and vote for any

candida[e/initiative that puts the environment first. We need to be forward thinking!

Sam Shoemaker



I'm a just a kid, but I care about this rule. And I care about stopping climate
change. Not just because it could mess up my and other young p"dpl"'r future.
Because it's not just a threat for us humans, it threatens the animals that live on
Earth. lt hurts ecosystems and habitats. lt causes natural disasters, like flooding,
and makes the world hotter. lt's bad for us to have dirty air and to breathe it all the
time' Earth is young (it's only about 4.5 billion years otO) and we still have so much
to learn about it. So many places to explore on it that we've never been before. I've
been in northern Minnesota and seen all the world life; the birds chirping, squirrels
skittering, and deer hiding in plain sight. lmagine no birds chirping, no sign of
wildlife. But if we establish this new rule, it would make Minnesoti a lot more
environment friendly. The world is a beautiful place that we need to protect.

Alma Sharp



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero

Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle

emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this

ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming

decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature

deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of

climate change, We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the

economy. The technology is available, but we need to convince Manufacturers that

customers - and the government- recognition the need to improve vehicular

efficiency.

Teresa Schicker



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. I believe strongly in the importance of confronting pollution as the air we
breathe is so essential to healthy living. Breathing foul air impacts our health. As a
result, we are in desperate need of clean cars!

Mark Scannell



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Megan Saley



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation ryiter. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions inihe state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,OOd-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. We need to address the major climate changes going on in our world
today before it's irreversible. Clean Cars is a step we can tate [o begin this process.

Natalie Sabes



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero

Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle

emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this

ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming

decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air

pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature

deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of

climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the

economy.

Stacy Saathoff



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation syitem. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions inihe state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,OOO-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. The pandemic has shown us that we can take collective action qri.6y.
We need to make a similar effort (similar in scope to our pandemic actions) to
control car emissions.

Rebecca Rose



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero

Emission vehicie standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system' Vehicle

emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this

ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming

decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature

deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of

climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the

economy.

Ciclalis Rico



Climate change is impacting the country and the entire world and the fact that we
could change how we are impacting these changes in our climate through the use
of better, cleaner cars seems to show that we should make every effort possible to
do so.

Dorislynn Quinones



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero

Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle

emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this

ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming

decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature

deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the

economy.

Katherine Pihlaja



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,OOO-4,O00.more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

brook pederson



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Lucette Ow



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation syitem. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions inihe state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,OOO-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Ashley Ouellette



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle

emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature

deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Michael Oaks



It's so important to stop global warming, increase fuel security, and make our air
more breathable. Please do everything you can to bring more clean vehicles to
Minnesota's roads.

Kathy Oaks



There is more and more infrastructure being invested in electric vehicles, solar,
wind and other non-fossil fuel energy. This is a needed change for the future that is
going to happen (whether we like it or not). Fossil fuels will eventually run out and
it's time to change.

Emily Neuharth



next election. That they will fail in blocking this necessary initiative moving
forward is almost certain. But that does not mean they won't also be doing
incalculable damage along the way by creating unnecessary fear and anger. By
doubling down on a politics rooted in lies and grievance, they are creating for itt of
us a more difficult world.'https://minnesotareformer.comt2l2llO2llTlopponents-of-
the-clean-cars-plan-are-using-trumpian-disinformation-opinion/?emci=ae13f63f-
b b 7 2 -e b 1 1 -9 88 9 -0 0 1 5 5 d 43 c 99 2 &e m d i = 5 4 42e2 c5 -87 7 4-ebLl - 9 I 8 9 -
00155d43c992&ceid=1400107 I agree with his points and my husband supports
this too as we are trying to purchase an electric vehicles this spring! My brother
holds back from buying an electric vehicle (not because he does not want to) but
because of the lack of choice in our state. He doesn't own a car right now and has
limited means of getting around. Having the opportunity of buying an electric
vehicle (and having an easier time of going about it) would improve his life a lot (an
enable me to see him more often - which I would really enjoy).

Emily Neuharth



Sam Grant said it well: 'Theirtarget at the state Legislature this session is the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency's (MPCA) Clean Cars initiative, which would
require car manufacturers to provide more cars, light-duty trucks, and SUVs with
lower or zero emissions of greenhouse gases and other air pollutants. A bill being

heard in committee Wednesday in the GOP-controlled Senate would stop MPCA from
developing the Clean Car initiative. That's a bad idea. Here's why: Due to the high

demand for electric vehicles (EVs) in places like China, Europe and U.S. states that
have already adopted clean car standards, automakers often don't send their EVs to
non-clean car states like Minnesota because their supply is already used up. This

leads to fewer options for EV buyers in Minnesota. Stories abound of prospective EV

buyers left out in the cold here when it comes to purchasing the car they want.
Some have even been forced to head out of state to buy the EV they want. Clean

Cars Minnesota would mean more EVs are sent here, thereby increasing consumer
choices for those who want them. The way the Clean Car initiative would work is
that automakers would be required to produce a certain number of "credits" each
year to comply. Credits are calculated based on the type of vehicle - plug-in hybrid
or battery electric - and battery range. The lower the emissions and longer the
range of the vehicle, the more credits a manufacturer gets. The credit requirements
are indexed to an automakers total sales of traditional gas-powered vehicles, so the
credit requirement will adjust itself to market conditions, i.e. if fewer gas-powered

cars are being sold then the automaker will need to produce fewer credits. This
proposal is a win-win for Minnesota. lt provides Minnesotans more choices in the
cars they drive and will significantly reduce our state's climate pollution, cleaning
our air and helping us preserve what makes our state great for our kids and
grandkids, lt will also serve as an important market signal as the country heads full
ihrottle toward an electric future. Last month, General Motors announced it intends
to sell only electric cars and trucks by 2035. Minnesota can be in the vanguard of
states adopting these standards and cement its place as a leader in innovation and

the rapidly growing clean energy economy. Minnesota Senate Republicans, who for
years have blocked any real action on climate change, have decided that they will
try to block this one too. They have resorted to spinning ever more fanciful tales
about the Clean Cars initiative. Some of them may even believe them. They are
sending out videos and writing columns for their local news outlets with outright
lies, saying that Clean Cars Minnesota will affect farm equipment (it will not); that it
will affect heavy-duty trucks (it will not); that it bans combustion engines (it does

not); that it is an end run around the Legislature (it is not); And plenty of others.
Sen. Andrew Mathews, R- Princeton, has introduced legislation that would ban the
MpCA from protecting Minnesota's air from any auto emissions. This bill is getting a
senate committee hearing this Wednesday, and indications are it is a priority for
Senate Republicans. Why in the world would we want to prevent the state agency
charged with protecting us from pollution from protecting us from pollution? At a
hearing of the Senate Transportation Finance and Policy Committee last month,
Minnesotans testified about the proposed clean cars rule. Of the 17 testifiers, 11

were in favor of the clean cars proposal. Unfoftunately, however, opponents
parroted the disinformation they had clearly gotten from those peddling lies. We do

a grave disservice to our fellow Minnesotans when we mislead them for political
gain, and many of those pushing disinformation are doing so with their eyes on the



Please pass this and support Clean Cars MN so that electric vehicles are more
affordable! A factor that holds my mom back in buying an electric vehicle is that
they aren't very common. lf electric vehicles become more common and accessible,
she and others like her will feel more comfortable to get on board with this effort, I

believe that electric vehicles are necessary for a successful future and that it will be
a technology that leads to many benefits. Many didn't trust computers at the turn of
the century and yet we now can't live without them. Please support Clean Cars MN
and be a part of a brighter, better future.

Emily Neuharth



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. Let's support this!!!!

Emily Neuharth



I fully support this and would really like to see clean cars MN pass!!

Emily Neuharth



Minnesotans clearly care about the environment. We have some of the healthiest/
most robust laws surrounding aquatic pollution and natural resource protection.
That needs to continue extending to our atmosphere. The political infrastructure
needs to be in place to help expand corporate growth with regards to cleaner cars.
It will both support that economic sector and keep our environment healthy in many
ways.

Brady Nahkala



I am fully in suppoft of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,OOO-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. Cleaner living for Minnesotans!

Melanie Mozingo



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. As a Minnesotan, I value the environment. As l've aged, l've also grown
to realize just how priceless and irreplaceable our natural resources are. And
they're being depleted/polluted. How can we, in good conscience, ignore taking
these crucial steps toward sustaining this environment so critical to our very
existence, even if we fear a little bit of discomfort (that may or may not even come
to be)? At the very least, such options should be readily available for those who
choose to stand with Mother Earth. Just because we've set good examples before
does not mean we get to coast. Just ask your kids or grandkids what they'd like to
see, and prepare to be amazed. Let's please just keep up the good work with and
for them !

Kelly Moreno



It is clear that we need to do everything we can to help with climate change. One
option is ensuring vehicles are green and we need legislation that can make sure
we get that. lt is the job of our government to protect the people, and this is a place
where we desperately need that.

Olivia Meyer



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,O0O-4,000 more premature
deaths annually, We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. My family lives in Minneapolis and the bike and walk as much as they can

Bethany MacDonald



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Marilyn Logan



I'm a Minnesota youth, and I believe it is necessary to limit our car use as a society
to create a healthy environment and a healthy population. The health of humans is
connected to the health of our environments.

lndigo Liu



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as paft of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,OOO-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Grace Liu



I was an early adopter to the Prius back in 2004,1 understood back then being on a

waiting list, but almost 20 years later when electric cars have been proven and are
readily available it's riduculous Minnesota consumers have such limited choices.
The demand is there, it's the supply that's lacking. My next purchase will definitely
be an electric car and I don't want to have to go to out of state to purchase it! We
absolutely need to get off fossil fuels for the sake of the world. I fully support MN

adopting the Clean Cars rule.

Judy Lissick



We absolutely need to pass the Clean Cars rule in MN. Fossil fuels are one of the
largest sources of greenhouse gas emissions. I purchased a diesel pick up truck 5
years ago because the state did not have adequate options for electric vehicles and
I wanted to at least make one step in the right direction with higher miles/gallon.
The demand for electric vehicles is there, we need to supply.

Greg Lissick



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as paft of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. Clean cars would transform our environment in a major way. We need to
do this, please!!

Adam Levy



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,OOO-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. I want my children to experience a better Earth than I do. We need to be
reversing climate change in order for that to happen. Lowering emissions must be
part of that initiative.

Ray Lauffer



I do not support the adoption of the Low Emission and Zero Emission vehicle
standards. The current power source for electric vehicles is less efficient and
dirtier than gasoline. Until we can find a viable alternative source to nuclear, coal,
and natural gas to produce electricity, it doesn't make environmental sense to
switch to electric vehicles. A switch to EV would harm the environment, not help it.
Sadly, wind and solar alternative power sources can't replace the dirty but reliable
power sources listed above. I personally had very high hopes they would. The
Power Companies know this, fully support the alternative energy sources knowing
that they will fail which further solidify their grip on the market (when they will say I

told you so.) Yet another diabolical corporate plan to increase their power and
money. We should be seriously investing the James McCanney Wing Generator
(which recently won the xprize) which over comes many of the limitations of the 3

blade wind mill. lt's going to be sad to see those giant un-recyclable blades in the
landfills... As recently shown in the February 202L Texas the power grid crisis, the
electrical power grid in it's current configuration simply can't support the massive
increase in electrical power usage the Low Emission and Zero Emission vehicle
standards would impose. When you pull back to see the forest for the trees, you

can see that the move to Low Emission and Zero Emission vehicle standards is

designed to hurt the environment more, increase car prices so the common people
can't afford them, introduce IOT into all cars for tracking and control, and cause
power shortages\brown outs. Those proposing the legislation know this, are truly
evil, and are take advantage of the well meaning people that support this legislation
without knowing it's major disadvantages. I really do care about the environment.
When a viable power source is made available and the power grid can handle this
increase in distribution I'm LOlo/o on board and will junk my gas vehicles. That
being said I don't want to live in the Planned-opolise. I hope someone actually read
this. Sadly, it will probably just go down the memory hole. Alex Knutson

Alex Knutson



I've grown up in Minnesota, and I always appreciate our attention to our natural
environment. By adopting Clean Cars, we can support our environment and our
people by improving air quality. I want my future and everyone's present to be safe,
clean, and healthy. For that reason, I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting
both the Low Emission and Zero Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean
Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an essential step in the electrification of our
state's transportation system. Vehicle emissions are the largest source of
greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this ruling would decrease the state's
carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming decades. lt also brings important
health benefits, decreasing the amount of air pollution our state residents breathe
that accounts for 2,OOO-4,000 more premature deaths annually. We need to take
rapid action to prevent the worst effects of climate change. We can and should
pursue proven climate solutions throughout the economy. Sincerely, Kathryn, 17

years old

Kathryn Kaiser



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Carla Jung



I am a runner and active outdoor recreation enthusiast. As a life long Minnesota
resident, I have witnessed the negative impact of air pollution on these activities
and the quality of life in our state. I am in favor of the adoption of the Low Emission
and Zero Emission vehicle standards. They will help to improve our air quality and
provide a reduction in our emission of greenhouse gases.

MichaelJoseph



I am fully in suppoft of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Daisy Johnson



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as paft of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. l'm learning about this in my fish and wildlife classes, and we really
should be doing more!

Alexandra Johnson



I think supporting clean cars in MN is the right thing to do for the environment and
MN consumers! I want more vehicle options in MN and hope to buy an electric
vehicle in the future. Until car providers see MN is serious about Clean Cars
residents will not have the same options as other states. I hope we can do what's
best and keep MN competitive in the market,

Ellen Jaquette



Please pass the Clean Cars Mn proposal from Gov. Walz. Minnesotans want clean
air and environment for our children. More future oriented jobs for all citizens and a
stable climate are of critical importance. We need this rule so more Low Emissions
Vehicles and Zero Emissions Vehicles for sale in MN.

Louise Jankowski



Moving away from fossil fuels as quickly as possible is common sense given the
well documented realities of climate change and the potential consequences of it.
EVs are also longer lasting and easier to maintain because they have considerably
fewer parts than gasoline cars, and cost will only continue to decrease as higher
demand will drive larger investment in batteries and other clean technologies.

Juan lzar Tenorio



I fully support Minnesota supporting both standards as a part of the Clean Cars
Rule. I have seen firsthand how air pollution affects disadvantaged communities and
I think Minnesota should work to protect already marginalized folks. This rule is a
step in that direction. Best, Asiya Hussein

Asiya Hussein



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Margaret Huemoeller



lf we are going to have any chance of reaching the goals we have set in order to
have a livable future for our children and grandchildren, we need to start taking
bold action and incentivizing quitting fossil fuels to lower our emissions in the
coming decades. We need to make climate friendly choices such as having clean
cars easier and more accessible to all, and adopting these rules would be a step in
the right direction.

Sarah Howe



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Aija Hodges



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,0OO-4,O00 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. I have a 7 year old daughter who deserves and must have a healthy city,
country and planet to live her life.

EIlen Hinchcliffe



Over the last decade a new term has entered the public lexicon, which was to my
knowledge never really used before. That term is 'Polar Vortex' as emissions have
increased the resulting warming of the artic region has reduced the temperature
gradient between the arctic region and the rest of the atmosphere in the northern
hemisphere. This trend is responsible for among other things the sub-zero
temperatures in texas, destruction of crops in areas not used to hard freezes, etc..,
So Yes I support the Low emission and Zero emission vehicle standards being
adopted in MN. Futhermore, an often ignored aspect of global climate crisis, is that
of US National Security readiness. Having plans to attack climate change, and being
among the leaders of climate change put us in a more strategically defensive
position, not only militarily, but also economically, and food chainwise. Climate
change is coming. Scientists have been warning of this longerthan lhave been
alive. lts time to do something about it.

Robert Hembree



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Jennifer Hammer



We're in a critical moment where radical action can create a livable future on earth,
or plodding on with the status quo and incremental change will seal our collective
fate. l'm in support of adopting the Low Emission and Zero Emission vehicle
standards as part of the Clean Cars rule as part of overall strategy to reverse
negative impacts of climate change including CO2 emissions. As a 27 year old
asthmatic in a pandemic, l'm especially compelled to share the intersections of
climate change and health. l've lived along a corridor with concentrated vehicle
emissions and experienced worse lung health in that location. As for pandemics, as
shifting weather and increased human migration - due in part to climate change -
alter urban/rural boundaries, opportunity for disease spillover from animals to
humans rises. Examples of such spillovers include Ebola and corona viruses (SARS,
MERS, COIVD). The impacts of climate change are integrated into daily life and
health, and thus every solid and promising strategy to reverse negative impacts of
climate change must also be integrated. I hope to live a long and healthy life, but
my optimism dims with each missed opportunity for action. Let us work together to
not miss this opportunity for change.

Madeleine Hallberg



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero

Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle

emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this

ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming

decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature

deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the

economy. I want my future children to be able to experience the outdoors just the

same way I did - without having to worry about air quality!

lsaac Hale



I am fully in suppoft of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation syitem. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions inine state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for Z,OOO-4,O00 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

taryn gunderson



We need to reduce carbon emissions from vehicles in order to have an effect on
climate change. Policy change is the most effective way to do this. Clean Cars are
good for our health, our economy and our planet.

Gretchen Griffin



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle

emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature

deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Nick Gorman



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change, We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. WE ARE THE ONES WE HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR---the next car I buy
will be a a climate friendly one and I hope yours will be too!

Barbara Gittens



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,O0O-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Christine Gamm



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Christian Fredrickson



I am fully in suppoft of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as paft of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Emma Erdahl



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. It also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Kellie Engelman



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,OOO-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Charlie Egeland



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,OOO-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change, We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. Transportation is the largest source of GHGs in Minnesota, and passenger
vehicles make up more than half of those emissions, Reductions in transportation
emissions are essential in order to reduce the impacts of climate change in
Minnesota.

Zoe Edington



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an

essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000'4,O00 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. We need more clean cars! More electric cars! Cars that are better for our
future. We need to make it easier for everyone to get access to a clean green car.

No more fossil fuels. No more dirty energy. No more harmful policies. People over
profits,

Taylor Dugger



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings impoftant health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Kayla Dile



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Meg DeMarsh



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

franny db



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,O0O-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Sydney Davis



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually, We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Sophia Curran-Moore



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. I want to breathe clean air and have more access to clean cars in
Minnesota!

Emily Corbid



The climate crisis in an immediate threat. I am scared for how climate change is

going to destroy so many more lives than it already has. As a high school student
who has been advocating for Minnesota climate action for three years, I find it
frustrating that Minnesota has not taken bold climate action, we are lagging behind
on our green house gas reduction goals. Electric cars is a great step towards
reducing our green house gas emissions and air pollution.

Keriann Cooper



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. Our climate is only growing more operatic. Adapting while ensuring life
goes on working means clean cars or bringing back pervasive passenger rail.

John Cirilli



I am 110% in support of Minnesota adopting the Low Emission and Zero Emission
vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. The sooner we move toward full
electrification of our transportation system, the better. We cannot depend on fossil
fuels anymore in the face of overwhelming evidence of climate change and its
impacts on us today, and on future generations. Taking this step for Minnesota
would greatly reduce carbon emissions by one of the most polluting sectors of the
economy: transportation. We have seen the significant impact that removing fossil
fuel powered cars from the roads could have just in the last year during the stay-at-
home stage of the pandemic. We have the electrification technology and capability
to continue that trend. Why would we not choose to pursue that healthier, safer
future for ourselves and those who come after us? Sincerely, Cecelia Cathcart

Cecelia Cathcart



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Sophie Callahan



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. Minnesota should be a leader on issues like this. We have to think about
how we can move forward and clean cars is a good place to start.

Claire Bromley



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,0OO-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy. A commitment to clean energy is good for everyone, not just Minnesota.
lf we don't do everything we can, our planet will be uninhabitable by the end of the
century.

Elizabeth Bonnemann



Poor air quality has not only affected my own health, but has also exacerbated (if
not caused) my mother's asthma. The issue of air pollution will not go away in the
coming years, lf we want a livable and healthy earth for our kids, and our grandkids,

Clean Cars Minnesota is a great step in the right direction. Folks need to be held

accountable for their emissions, and be able to readily (and more easily) purchase

electric vehicles. I urge you to pass this ruling.

Eva Bombeck



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,OOO-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Eula Blunt



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Abigail Barrs



I am fully in support of Minnesota adopting both the Low Emission and Zero
Emission vehicle standards as part of the Clean Cars rule. Adopting these rules is an
essential step in the electrification of our state's transportation system. Vehicle
emissions are the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and this
ruling would decrease the state's carbon emissions dramatically in the upcoming
decades. lt also brings important health benefits, decreasing the amount of air
pollution our state residents breathe that accounts for 2,000-4,000 more premature
deaths annually. We need to take rapid action to prevent the worst effects of
climate change. We can and should pursue proven climate solutions throughout the
economy.

Dylan Albright



March 15, 2021 

RE: Proposed Permanent Rules Relating to Clean Cars 

Dear Judge Palmer-Denig: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Clean Cars Minnesota rulemaking process 

conducted by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (Agency). I am pleased to submit these comments 

regarding the demonstrated need for vehicle emissions standards in Minnesota on behalf of The Nature 

Conservancy (the Conservancy). In response to the Agency’s Notice of Intent to Adopt a Rule with a 

Hearing, the Conservancy supports the adoption of low emission vehicle (LEV) and zero emission vehicle 

(ZEV) standards. If implemented as proposed, the Agency’s LEV and ZEV standards will improve 

climate and health outcomes in the state.  

The Conservancy works to protect the lands and waters upon which all life depends to create a world 

where nature and people thrive. Climate change poses an urgent threat to this work—it threatens both 

human communities and natural habitats through warming temperatures and more extreme weather 

conditions. TNC’s mission requires us to limit global warming to <1.5°C, and in addition to protecting 

nature, emissions reduction is a top priority for achieving that target.  

Transportation emissions are the largest source of climate change-inducing greenhouse gas emissions in 

Minnesota. Within the transportation sector, passenger cars and light-duty trucks constitute roughly 60% 

of emissions. Clean car standards therefore represent a significant opportunity to reduce the largest source 

of emissions in Minnesota’s highest-emitting sector. Implementing such standards are essential to 

meeting the state’s goal of at least an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from 2005 levels by 

2050.  

Clean car standards would put Minnesota on equal footing with 14 other states and the District of 

Columbia, all of which have already adopted clean Vehicle Standards under Section 177 of the Federal 

Clean Air Act, representing over 30% of new light-duty vehicle sales:  

California (2002); New Jersey (2004); Connecticut (2004); Washington (2005); Vermont 

(2005), New York (2005); Maine (2005); Rhode Island (2005); Massachusetts (2005); 

Oregon (2006); Pennsylvania (2006); Maryland (2007); Washington D.C. (2007); Delaware 

(2010); Colorado (2018) 

The proposed Clean Cars rule is projected to reduce tailpipe and upstream emissions by 8.4 million tons 

during the first 10 years, as indicated in the Agency’s Statement of Need and Reasonableness. 

Minnesotans will realize direct health benefits from the accompanying reductions of particulate matter, 

nitrogen oxides, and other ozone precursors emitted by traditional internal combustion engine vehicles. 

Negative impacts of air pollution on health outcomes are documented in a 2019 report published by the 

Minnesota Department of Health and the Agency—Life and Breath: How Air Pollution Impacts the 
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Health of Minnesotans. The report attributes between 2,000 and 4,000 deaths, 500 hospital stays, and 800 

emergency room visits to heart and lung conditions related to fine particles in the air or ground-level 

ozone. Across Minnesota, particulate matter is associated with 10% of premature deaths, and ozone 

pollution contributes to 1% of all cardiopulmonary deaths. The rule would therefore have a direct bearing 

on reducing the state’s thousands of premature deaths and improve the heart and respiratory health of 

Minnesotans.  

The Conservancy recommends that the Agency proceed with the Clean Cars rulemaking process. We base 

our recommendation on the anticipated results for emissions reduction, associated direct benefits to 

human health, and indirect benefits to people and nature through mitigating climate change. We thank the 

Agency for its thorough scientific study of the implications of Clean Cars rulemaking for the State of 

Minnesota. These standards will benefit the well-being of Minnesotans and our environment. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on this important issue. If you have any 

questions about these comments, please contact me at 218-464-8649 or mcornett@tnc.org. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Meredith Cornett, Ph.D. 

Director of Conservation Science 

The Nature Conservancy in Minnesota 

mailto:mcornett@tnc.org
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